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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this qualitative study is to investigate the political process related 
to educational legislation and initiatives. To accomplish this purpose, I conducted four 
interviews with educational experts who either have been active participants in the 
educational legislative process or been life-long educators. From these interviews, I 
organized their responses into four categories. These categories were Educational Issues 
in Mississippi, Passing Educational Legislation in Mississippi, Polarization of Politics, 
and Media Influence. With these categories, I did extensive research to bring in outside 
literature and documents to analyze the political process related to education legislation. 
In my qualitative study, I found Mississippi has historically been ranked near the bottom 
in education. Because of this ranking, many have ideas of how to implement positive 
change for Mississippi’s educational system such as privatization of schools and 
increased teacher training 
. Historically, Mississippi has been able to pass prominent educational legislation, 
such as the Education Reform Act of 1982 and Mississippi Adequate Education Program 
(MAEP).  These significant educational legislations were passed through the use of 
thorough legislative strategies. However, in recent history passing educational legislation 
has become far more difficult. Polarized politics have taken over the country and the state 
of Mississippi. New forms of media have left the electorate either misinformed or 
uninformed. Also, partisan media has created an electorate which “favors ideology rather 
than truth (Koppel).” Hence, these sound legislative strategies formerly used by 
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advocates of public education to enact legislation has been co-opted by polarized politics 
and perpetuated by new means of propagandizing the electorate. Nonetheless, these ideas 
of how to implement positive change are never enacted, and the problems with 
Mississippi’s education system remain.
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INTRODUCTION/OVERVIEW OF STUDY AND THESIS 
The purpose of this qualitative study was to investigate the political process 
related to educational legislation and initiatives. To learn more about the impact of the 
political process on educational legislation, I reviewed several primary sources, I 
analyzed legal and news documents, examined scholarly literature from the fields of 
education and politics, and conducted personal interviews with educational expert 
informants.  
Because my research involved interviewing human subjects, I had to receive 
approval from the Institutional Receive Board of  the University of Mississippi. I 
participated in educational training, applied, and received IRB approval in the summer of 
2016. I have attached my interview questions, letter requesting an interview and 
information sheet in an appendix. All of these documents were approved by IRB of 
University of Mississippi. Following IRB approval, I began conducting interviews with 
particpants in the summer of 2016. 
I interviewed each subject about the political process surrounding educational 
legislation and policy. I utilized semi-structured questions that provided not only 
consistency across interviews, but also allowed flexibility to probe for deeper answers 
when appropriate. The duration of each interview was approximately 60 minutes. The 
questions covered three categories. The three categories of questions were: 1) subject’s 
personal experiences in the legislative process, 2) subject’s perspectives on the legislative 
process, and 3) subject’s opinions about transparency and conflict in the legislative 
process. 
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This thesis starts with a biography of each interviewee. The interviewees are as 
follows: Dr. Andy Mullins, Dr. Cecil Weeks, Dr. Melody Musgrove, and Dr. Tom 
Burnham. All four of these individuals have been life-long educators and directly 
involved as participant observers in the legislative process during a significant portion of 
their careers. These four individuals bring a wealth of knowledge of local, state, and 
national views of educational policy and political polarization. Next I synthesize the 
interviews into four main categories or strands: current educational issues in Mississippi, 
passing education legislation, polarization of politics, and the impact of the media. Each 
strand contains excerpts from interviews and aims to flow like natural conversation 
between the four individuals. These four sections will also include analysis of the 
category’s topic. A conclusion section will summarize my observations on the categorical 
strands. The final section will be an annotated bibliography which encompasses the 
primary sources used in my research of the four categories, Mississippi’s Education 
Reform Act of 1982, the Mississippi Adequate Education Program, and the 2015 
constitutional Initiative 42, among other relevant sources discussed in the narrative.
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MOTIVATION 
My motivation for this thesis first centered on the effort to pass Mississippi’s 
2015 voter- initiated, constitutional amendment known as Initiative 42. This initiative 
proposed the full funding of a previous enactment of the Mississippi Legislature, the 
Mississippi Adequate Education Program (MAEP).  On paper, MAEP provided state-
wide funding to equalize local school district funding disparities. In reality, the 
Mississippi legislature historically has been reluctant to spend large sums of money and 
fully fund education. The political wrangling to prevent the passage of this historic 
amendment caused me to take a closer look at the issues surrounding Initiative 42.  
To delve deeper, I read numerous opinion editorials, newspaper articles, and blog 
posts of people discussing Initiative 42. My inquiry about the discussions of Initiative 42 
revealed bitter strife between two opposing sides; those who supported the passing of 
Initiative 42 and those who supported the failure of Initiative 42.  The discussion was 
polarized. For example, Bill Crawford of Mississippi Business Journal called Initiative 42 
“a wolf in sheep’s clothing” saying this law would cause a slippery slope for loss of 
control of our Mississippi schools.  However, Lynn Evans, a former Jackson School 
Board Member and contributing columnist, cited the Initiative as crucial for the economic 
future of Mississippi arguing that funding of “education and economic development go 
hand in hand.” Numerous other examples of the same embattled rhetoric could be cited. 
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This strong polarization over the one issue of funding schools intrigued me. I kept asking 
where the middle ground was. Why was it that one was either for it or against it?  
These questions prompted me to research the history of education legislation in 
Mississippi and the political processes which led to the passage of this legislation and 
subsequent policy. The focus of my research soon revealed that the politics had 
dramatically changed in passing legislation to improve public education.  
As a future educator, I believe that the legislative and policy-making process is 
important for me to understand and thereby justifies this thesis project. Teachers are on 
the front lines of education, and usually teachers are the first ones who feel the effects of 
new educational policies passed down by legislatures. I believe it is important to 
understand how these policies are initiated, debated, passed (or defeated) and 
implemented. I propose that my study will give educators a better understanding of the 
political process and lead to increased confidence and voice in the political process.  The 
voices of professional educators need to be heard and included in the political process. So 
many teachers have great ideas about how to help education, but have very little 
knowledge of the process to turn ideas into real policies. I believe teachers should be 
consulted and informed of legislation that could directly affect their profession. In 
conclusion, I look to bridge the gap between education and the politics of education in 
order to have a more informed profession of teaching. 
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SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 
 The Elementary and Secondary Education Act has long required that all children 
be provided a free and adequate education, but Mississippi continues to notoriously rank 
near the bottom of education metrics (Quality Counts). Current ideas about improving 
Mississippi’s education problem range from fully funding an equalization formula 
between the school districts to increased privatization of the governmental function of 
educating children through the use of voucher programs and charter schools (Mullins). 
Current educational leaders advocate improvement of the existing public education 
system by changing institutional cultures and improving teacher quality. To their credit, 
past Mississippi leaders have successfully advocated and enacted landmark educational 
legislation to address these concerns, yet this progressive legislation has failed to be 
implemented (Dreher and Khayyam). The conventional political process of addressing 
educational issues is no longer working, and the cause of this breakdown in process must 
be identified before it can be remedied.  
 Through my interviews, I was afforded the great opportunity to talk to experts in 
the field of education. Speaking to educators and active participant observers of the 
legislative process provided the necessary insight into the educational and political 
process. These educational experts provided genuine and live qualitative data, which 
document research alone cannot provide.  
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LIMITATIONS  
I feel one potential limitation of my qualitative study was the lack of audio 
recording my four interviews with the educational experts. Instead I relied on my notes 
and recollection. Because I did not audio record the interviews, I possibly could have 
missed an important topic or quote that might have been said. Another possibility of not 
audio recording could have led me to focus on one part of a quote rather than the entirety 
of the quote. I realize I could have had a more accurate record of interviews with audio 
recorded interviews.  
However, I believe I made the right decision in not recording my interviews. I felt 
having “off the record” interviews allowed people to be transparent and honest about 
their opinions. A lot of topics we discussed are hard fought issues and are sometimes 
difficult to talk about. Thus, I feel these interviewees were more open to what I had to ask 
with their interviews not being recorded.  
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DELIMITATIONS  
  In this section, I want to address the choice of my interviewees. Primarily my 
interviewees were educators and strong supporters of education. I purposely picked these 
four interviewees because they were educators that took an active role. I wanted to 
interview real-life examples of educators taking active roles in education policy and 
legislation. Because I am becoming an educator, I wanted to know and talk with the 
interviewees about their lifetime commitments to education. Also these four interviewees 
possessed a lot of knowledge and experience with Mississippi educational issues. Thus, I 
feel these four interviewees provided the information I was seeking to help me think 
about how teachers make sense of and contribute to educational policy.  
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BIOGRAPHIES OF INTERVIEWEES 
Dr. Andrew Mullins 
 Dr. Andrew Mullins originally from Macon, Mississippi, has been a lifelong 
supporter and advocate for public education. Mullins graduated from Millsaps College in 
1970 and began teaching history at St. Andrew’s Episcopal School shortly after 
graduation. While teaching at St. Andrew’s Episcopal School, Mullins developed a 
relationship with William Winter. Mullins joined Governor William Winter’s staff in 
1980 as a part of the “boys of spring.” Mullins played a pivotal part or role in passing the 
Education Reform Act of 1982. Mullins went on to serve as a liaison to the State Board 
of Education in 1984. Mullins also served as a special assistant to three consecutive state 
superintendents starting in 1985. Mullins also helped to co-found the Mississippi Teacher 
Corps in 1989, a program that trains and places teachers in high needs areas across 
Mississippi. Mullins became Dr. Mullins in 1992, graduating from University of 
Mississippi and published his book Building Consensus: A History of the Passage of the 
Mississippi Education Reform Act of 1982. Since 1994, Mullins joined the University of 
Mississippi serving in a variety of roles including Special Assistant to the Chancellor and 
Chief of Staff to the Chancellor. Through these roles, Mullins maintained an active role 
in promoting public education by working with government relations on the local, state 
and federal levels. Today, Mullins works primarily with fostering the success of the 
Mississippi Teacher Corps and remains a strong supporter of public education.  
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Information for Dr. Mullin’s biography was primarily collected from personal interviews 
and: 
http://www.olemiss.edu/depts/general_library/archives/finding_aids/MUM00736.ht
ml  
Dr. Cecil Weeks  
 Dr. Cecil Weeks has been a lifetime educator and proponent of public education. 
Dr. Weeks began teaching in January of 1960 at Shannon Junior High School. From 1961 
to 1987, Weeks worked in the Tupelo Public School District as a teacher and 
administrator. In 1987, Weeks was elected as Lee County Superintendent. Weeks acted 
as the Lee County Superintendent until 1995, when he “believed” he had retired. In 1996 
one year after “retirement,” Weeks began working with the North Mississippi Education 
Consortium. The North Mississippi Education Consortium is a partnership among north 
Mississippi public school districts, community colleges, and the University of Mississippi 
School of Education. The purpose of this consortium is to foster collaboration among 
schools and colleges, while also helping to provide quality education programs for 
students and local communities. Weeks still works with the North Mississippi Education 
Consortium, where he is the co-director. Weeks enjoys this role as it allows him to 
constantly work on creating a better education environment for all students in North 
Mississippi.  
Information for this biography was primarily collected from personal interviews and  
http://djournal.com/news/no-longer-a-superintendent-weeks-remains-in-education/  
http://www.northmsec.com/about/  
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Dr. Melody Musgrove  
 Dr. Melody Musgrove has had held many hats in the realm of education. 
Musgrove has served as a classroom teacher, school administrator, district special 
education director, and assistant superintendent across the state of Mississippi. Musgrove 
also served as the State Director of Special Education for Mississippi Department of 
Education from 2001 to 2007. During her tenure as Director of Special of Education, 
Musgrove worked on many projects and bills; however, she played a crucial role in 
settling and rewriting the Mattie T. Decree, which focused on reforming special 
education in Mississippi. After her tenure as State Director of Special Education, 
Musgrove worked as Director of Business Development for LRP Publications. LRP 
Publications acts as the leading publisher for “legal and regulatory guidance for educators 
(US DOE).” In 2010, Musgrove was appointed by the White House to be Director of the 
Office of Special Education Programs for the U.S. Department of Education. Serving as 
Director of the Office of Special Education Programs helped to reform accountability 
standards for special education for the first time in 40 years. Dr. Musgrove stepped down 
as a Director of the Office of Special Education Programs in January 2016. Later that 
year Musgrove joined the Graduate Center for Study of Early Learning at the University 
of Mississippi School of Education. In this role, Musgrove teaches undergraduate and 
graduate classes, provides professional development for early childhood educators, 
conducts research on early childhood education, and advocates for early childhood 
education statewide.  
Information for this biography was primarily collected from personal interviews and: 
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https://news.olemiss.edu/melody-musgrove-joins-graduate-center-study-early-
learning/  
http://conference.tash.org/speakers/melody-musgrove/  
Dr. Tom Burnham 
 Dr. Tom Burnham has been a veteran educator for the past 48 years. Burnham 
served as a classroom teacher, coach, and principal. Burnham also served as 
Superintendent of Biloxi schools and Henderson County, North Carolina Public Schools. 
From 1992 to 1997, Burnham served as Mississippi Superintendent of Education where 
he helped pass the Mississippi Adequate Education Program formula and provided health 
insurance for teachers. In 2004, Burnham joined the University of Mississippi as the 
Dean of the School of Education, where he served until 2009. In 2009, Burnham was 
recalled to the office of Mississippi Superintendent of Education. In his second stint as 
Mississippi Superintendent of Education, Burnham was responsible for improving 
student achievement and raising standards across the state. In 2012, Burnham retired 
from his position as Mississippi Superintendent of Education and began working with the 
University of Mississippi’s Principal Corps. Since 2012, Burnham has served as director 
of the Principal Corps, which is a 13-month cohort-based graduate program designed to 
turn successful classroom teachers into effective administrators. Today, Burnham still 
serves as director of the Principal Corps where he believes he is developing future leaders 
to better the education of Mississippi K-12 students.  
Information for this biography was primarily collected from personal interviews and: 
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http://djournal.com/news/Mississippis-state-k-12-superintendent-tom-burnham-to-
retire/  
http://www.mc.edu/news/mc-graduate-tom-burnham-named-Mississippi-
superintendent-of-educ/  
https://news.olemiss.edu/superintendent-education-tom-burnham-returns-um/  
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EDUCATIONAL ISSUES IN MISSISSIPPI 
Throughout my interviews, a few topics surrounding education in the state of 
Mississippi arose. These topics included concerns about privatization, teacher 
preparation, and school culture, to name a few. I wanted to ascertain from my interview 
subjects their perspectives on these topics. A collection of these subjects’ opinions which 
demonstrates their knowledge of current educational issues in Mississippi follows.  
Mississippi notoriously ranks near the bottom of education metrics. Education 
Weekly’s annual report entitled Quality Counts tracks such measurements as K-12 
achievement, chance for success, and school finance.  The report grades and ranks each 
state based on these education indicators. The 2016 Quality Counts report gave the state 
of Mississippi a grade of D overall and a ranking of 50th overall. For much of the state’s 
history, Mississippi has held similar rankings; however, each of my interviewees believes 
the public education system remains vital for our state and its people.  
Dr. Cecil Weeks spoke of the importance of teaching everyone in public schools. 
Weeks underscored the democratic or egalitarian appeal of public education when he 
explained, “The creation of (public) schools promised that it would educate everyone. 
This means you educate the masses rather than a few.”  He further illustrated the mission 
of public educators by comparing the teaching profession to a ministerial calling by 
emphasizing the importance of teaching students of all backgrounds.  He continued, “The 
preachers and others talk about giving a full time Christian service throughout your 
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life. Even though I am not a preacher, I am in a full time service where I am mandated to 
teach everyone regardless of socioeconomic background, home life, smart, dumb, or 
disability. It is good for us all”   
Dr. Andy Mullins believes public education is very important for the state, and it 
is important that it does not become privatized. Mullins expressed his concern, “Roughly 
90% of the school-age children are in public schools, so you have to educate them. I do 
not believe in for-profit schools, but for some reason, more and more people are calling 
for privatization of schools. I do not understand it.”  
Mullins’s concerns can be validated by making a comparison to Mississippi’s 
recent attempts to privatize prisons. Jill Filipovic of The Guardian called the move for 
privatized prisons “a national disgrace” for the State of Mississippi. Mississippi began the 
experiment of allowing prisons to be operated by for-profit contractors in the late 1990s. 
Since inception, these privately-run prisons have come under strict scrutiny (Filipovic). 
Recent incidents have led to bad publicity and harsh accusations have arisen against 
private prisons. For example, Emily Le Coz of The Huffington Post wrote of “barbaric 
conditions” in a privatized prison near Meridian called the East Mississippi Correctional 
Facility. She wrote, “The inmates…lived in filthy quarters without working lights or 
toilets, forcing them to defecate on Styrofoam trays or into trash bags, the American Civil 
Liberties Union and the Southern Poverty Law Center claimed in the lawsuit (Huffington 
Post).” The prison was designed to aid the treatment and rehabilitation of the mentally ill 
and substance abuse-related offenders. Instead the privately run prison has been 
categorized as a horrific, abysmal failure for some of our most vulnerable members of 
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society. Mississippi has not closed the facility; instead the state fired the prison contractor 
and hired another contractor. Allegations of abuse and neglect still exist.   
Unfortunately, the East Mississippi facility is not the only example of a failure of 
privatization. Mississippi recently closed the Jones County Walnut Grove Youth 
Correctional Facility in September 2016. A federal judge concluded the prison was 
“effectively run by gangs in collusion with corrupt prison guards (Williams).” The United 
States Department of Justice conducted an investigative report in 2012. The findings of 
the US Department of Justice concluded, “The sexual misconduct we found was among 
the worst that we have seen in any facility anywhere in the nation… [Also] the staff often 
uses excessive force as a first response, not as a last resort, including the use of pepper 
spray in excessive amounts (US Department of Justice).” Thus, these two facilities 
exemplify the state’s failure in successfully shifting governmental responsibilities to a 
private sector operation. Privatization failed the inmates who represented perhaps the 
most vulnerable members of society—the mentally ill, addicts and young people. The 
question Mississippians have to ask is can we run this risk with “our most valuable 
resource,” our children and future.  
Although these are striking examples of failures in privatizing a governmental 
function, many proponents of privatizing education offer as a success story the 
Knowledge is Power Program Delta College Preparatory School, or KIPP DCPS, in 
Helena, Arkansas. Many believe this is a beacon of hope for privatizing education. These 
schools show how high percentages of students on free and reduced lunch attain high 
levels of achievement. Critics state selective recruitment of students with a prior history 
of higher academic ability as a reason why KIPP schools are successful. Additionally, 
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critics also cite possible high numbers of student attrition that provides KIPP advantage 
as well. A study conducted by professors at the University of Arkansas aimed to explore 
these criticisms. The authors intended to “rigorously compare performance of KIPP 
students with traditional public school peers on matched observable academic and 
demographic variables and carefully consider student attrition rates at KIPP (Rose, 
Maranto, and Ritter).” The study showed KIPP schools were successful in Arkansas and 
proved the critics wrong. This study concluded, “KIPP attendance is associated with 
improved achievement...Furthermore, KIPP campus level attrition seems no higher than 
for nearby traditional public schools (Rose, Maranto, Ritter).” KIPP-like programs 
provide some support to the argument that privatization can have a positive impact on our 
educational system.  
With stories attesting to both good and bad results in the privatization of 
governmental functions, Mullins still does not believe privatization provides the answer 
for education. Instead, Mullins believes well trained teachers and principals are key to 
helping Mississippi schools. “We need well-trained empathetic teachers and well-trained 
principals, but we have to incentivize this and pay more. Because public schools have to 
take everyone, public schools sometimes become a “dumping ground” for educating hard 
students, thus we need to recruit better teachers with higher pay.”   
The country of Finland validates Mullins opinion that successful education starts 
with well-trained teachers. Historically, Finland has been ranked at the top of the 
Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) performance rankings since the 
rankings began in 2001. Finland views the teaching profession as a “highly prized 
profession” (Crouch). To become a teacher in Finland, a student has to go through a strict 
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competition to garner one of the prized “five year master’s degree for primary school 
teachers.”  Helsinki University, a prestigious educational school, only accepts 7% of its 
applicants. Thus, 1,400 students who desire to be teachers are turned away each year 
from Helsinki University. All teachers are required to have a master’s degree. This 
requires all teachers to do some research and engage with teaching practices with sound 
evidence: “Not only is teacher education in Finland strongly research-based, but all the 
students on the primary school master’s course are engaged in research themselves – a 
point of pride for Patrik Scheinin, dean of the faculty. The course aims to produce 
“didacticians” who can connect teaching interventions with sound evidence (Crouch). 
Henceforth, Finland has come to value the profession of teaching and requires teachers to 
be well trained. This investment in well-trained teachers has resulted in increased 
educational success in Finland.  
Dr. Melody Musgrove agrees with Mullins that the state of Mississippi fails to put 
enough money into education. Musgrove stated, “Education is the responsibility of the 
state. And, we have to stop treating education as a cost and realize it is an investment. In 
order to create good for all, we must invest in education and jobs. Education is vital and 
we cannot see it as an expense.”  
The impact of education funding cannot be analyzed without a discussion of the 
recent Mississippi voter initiative brought to a vote in the fall of November, 2015. 
Initiative 42 was a citizen-led effort to amend the Constitution of Mississippi to give each 
child the right to an adequate public education through fully funding education in the 
State of Mississippi. The amendment called for the legislature to fully fund education by 
fully funding the Mississippi Adequate Education Program (MAEP). The bipartisan, 
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1997 MAEP, established an education funding formula aimed to “ensure that every 
Mississippi Child regardless of where he/she lives is afforded an adequate educational 
opportunity, as defined by the State Accountability System” (Mississippi Department of 
Education). However, since 1997 the Mississippi Legislature has only fully-funded 
MAEP twice. Overall, the Mississippi Legislature has underfunded MAEP by $1.7 
billion. Initiative 42 aimed to stop the underfunding of education in Mississippi. 
However, Initiative 42 was defeated by a slim margin of about 4% or 20,000 votes.  
 The campaign for Initiative 42 was similar to the Education Reform Act of 1982. 
An architect of that earlier program, Mullins pointed out a few differences which led to 
the failure of passing Initiative 42 and the goals of MAEP. “In 1982, we had a governor 
who was willing to sacrifice a future political race for education and raising taxes. This 
time there was no leadership that supported the initiative. Also this time there was a 
supermajority of politicians who were mean spirited and would not allow opposition to 
be voiced. In a democracy, you need an indispensable opposition that is openly heard.”  
Mullins and Dr. Tom Burnham both believed the primary reason the Initiative 
failed was the introduction of Initiative 42-A. Initiative 42-A was an alternative initiative 
introduced by the “supermajority” legislature which left the power of funding schools in 
“the hands of the voters with the legislators” (Callen). Mullins and Burnham both stated 
that the introduction of this alternative created a confusing ballot and an almost 
impossible route to passage. Other observers of the campaign for Initiative 42 agreed. 
Luther Munford, an attorney from Jackson who was a sponsor of Initiative 42, called the 
introduction of 42-A “a strategy of deception” (Munford). Arielle Dreher of the Jackson 
Free Press agreed that 42-A ultimately led to the demise of Initiative 42. “As soon as the 
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Mississippi Legislature proposed an alternative measure to Initiative 42...its advocates 
cried foul, saying the alternate was only there to confuse voters. But the alternative-
initiative gambit worked whether it was a meaningful amendment or just a legislative 
trip-up for voters (Dreher).” 
Burnham believes Mississippi should not only focus on fully funding education, 
but also should focus on the culture surrounding education. Ending his tenure as 
Mississippi Superintendent of Education, Burnham moved to North Carolina to become 
the superintendent of Henderson County Schools. He recalled how the community and 
surrounding area valued education at a very high level and perceived education 
differently than Mississippi. He discussed an example of how North Carolina valued its 
public education more than Mississippi had. Burnham recalled, “I went into a laundromat 
in North Carolina and a guy comes back from behind the counter to shake my hand and 
thank me for giving him business. But he then goes on to tell me that he also realized I 
was the superintendent of Henderson County Schools and really wanted to thank me for 
working with their schools. Another similar encounter happened at a restaurant in North 
Carolina. It amazed me. That is the only time where that has happened to me. You could 
really tell they cared and valued their educational system.” Thus, Burnham suggests 
Mississippi needs to create a culture where our citizens value education and support good 
principals and teachers through adequate funding. Mississippi must demand more. 
This idea of building a positive school culture is a popular one in the realm of 
education. In 2013, Leslie Kaplan and William Owings wrote Culture Re-boot, 
Reinvigorating School Culture to Improve School Outcomes. In their book they described 
that changing and implementing a successful school culture is a complex but vital process 
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for the success of schools. The authors discussed the great ideas from the realm of 
education reform in the past forty years. However, few reform ideas have succeeded 
because of a lack of consideration of and change in school culture. The authors wrote, 
“Many reform efforts fail because they do not consider school culture or respect its 
capacity to derail even well-intentioned efforts. Until teachers and principals can 
recognize and modify those aspects of their school’s culture that inhibit positive change, 
all their good intentions and innovations will be no more than seasonal window 
dressing.” Thus, educational leaders must perform a cultural re-boot which provides new 
ideas and approaches to deliver better outcomes for students. This re-boot requires 
acknowledging the current culture, implementing leadership changes, building 
relationships among members of the community, developing collaboration, and creating a 
student-centered learning culture. The authors described this process as long but 
necessary for achieving successful school outcomes.  
The law has long required that all children be provided a free and adequate 
education, but Mississippi continues to notoriously rank near the bottom of education 
metrics (Quality Counts). Given this almost universally accepted problem, where is the 
effort to solve it in the political process?  Current solutions for improving this problem 
range from fully funding an equalization formula between the school districts to 
privatization of the governmental function of educating children. Initiative 42 and charter 
schools provide two drastically different ways to fund schools and operate them. 
Opposing Initiative 42 because of the possible loss of local control but advocating charter 
schools which turn over control to private companies is either logically inconsistent or 
disingenuous. The failure to implement common-sense, institutional policies like 
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recruiting better trained public teachers and changing cultures is equally puzzling. Has 
Mississippi addressed sweeping educational reforms in the past, and if so, are we simply 
not using past successful strategies of influencing the legislative process?     
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PASSING EDUCATIONAL LEGISLATION 
A number of my interviewees had personal experience helping pass educational 
legislation either on the state or national level. Throughout my interviews I asked about 
the specifics of how they were able to pass their respective educational legislation.  I 
wanted to investigate what strategies they had used. My interviewees shared their 
experiences with passing legislation throughout their interviews.  
In The Logic of Congressional Action R. Douglas Arnold, Politics professor at 
Princeton University, discussed how Congress works and legislation is passed. 
Throughout the book, Arnold provided explanations of how members of congress vote. A 
major chapter of the book was dedicated to strategies for coalition leaders to pass 
legislation. Arnold talked of persuasion, procedural, and modification strategies. 
Persuasion strategies included linking policies to established goals and policies. Arnold 
gave the example of a categorical shift such as tying a piece of legislation to national 
defense or economic growth. Another strategy for persuasion was an argument of equity. 
Arnold also suggested linking to issues with known public opinion on your side. 
Procedural strategies included changing the voting process to where votes may or may 
not be recorded depending on the legislation. Modification strategies included making 
benefits clearer, making costs less clear, buying off opponents, spreading the benefits, 
and putting incremental steps for the legislation.  These strategies can be seen throughout 
the political process of passing legislation with any deliberative body on the local, state 
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or national level. Here I will discuss the practical uses of these strategies through the lens 
of my interviewees’ experience with passing educational legislation. 
 Dr. Andrew Mullins served as an assistant on Governor William Winter’s staff 
and was a part of the most comprehensive education reform act in Mississippi, the 
Education Reform Act of 1982. The reform was passed in a special session in December 
of 1982. The significant legislation provided mandatory kindergartens for every school 
district, compulsory attendance, a better school accreditation system, and raised $110 
million in new taxes for public education. Mullins attributed the passage of the historic 
bill to “consensus building.” Mullins classifies this as the constant work of getting 
citizens of the state and legislators to support the legislation. Mullins and Winter’s staff 
implemented Arnold’s persuasion strategy of linking issues with known public opinion 
on their side. Winter and his staff knew Mississippians wanted better schools and aimed 
to fully educate them on the legislation to have it passed. This was accomplished through 
a long campaign that included regional meetings across the state to inform the public 
about the legislation.  
Governor Winter’s strong leadership was also vital for the passage of the act. 
Governor Winter’s political maneuvering to call a special session also aided in the 
successful passage.  This was a procedural strategy enacted by Governor Winter by 
utilizing the process of a special session. The Legislature could not come to a consensus 
in a regular session, thus Governor Winter changed the procedure and utilized a special 
session to have a fully dedicated session for the Education Reform Act.  
The Education Reform Act also underwent many modifications throughout the 
process of passage. First, proponents had to find more money to fund all of the new 
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educational initiatives. In order to accomplish supporting this need, proponents made the 
benefits more clear and the costs less clear by implementing an increase in the state sales 
tax to be earmarked for education. This strategy would provide significant funds for 
educational benefits through a small percentage tax on products bought every day by 
Mississippians. Governor Winter implemented another modification strategy by 
spreading the benefits of the tax across the state for all schools. Through these 
persuasion, procedural, and modification strategies, the State of Mississippi passed the 
Education Reform Act of 1982. 
 Dr. Melody Musgrove worked with educational legislation at the state level and 
nationally. Musgrove served as the Superintendent of Special Education of Mississippi 
from 2001 to 2007. As Superintendent of Special Education, she worked on modifying 
and adhering to the Mattie T. Consent Decree. The Mattie T. Consent Decree resulted 
from a class action suit filed in U.S. District Court in 1975 on behalf of all disabled 
children in Mississippi. The decree focused on four major areas of child learning, least 
restrictive environment, disproportionality, and procedural safeguards. Mississippi had 
signed the decree in 1979 but had not fully adhered to the consent decree. Through 
Musgrove’s tenure, her administration was responsible for modifying the consent decree 
and ultimately adhering to all of the specifics of the decree shortly after she left office. As 
a result of these efforts, the state reduced the over-identification of minorities in Special 
Education, increased the number of emotionally-disabled and other health impaired 
children receiving special education services, implemented a least restrictive environment 
for students and included more students in the general education classroom. Musgrove 
emphasized leadership support ensured the success of the revised decree. Musgrove also 
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believed the legislation to be the morally right thing to do. Musgrove wrote, “My job was 
to convince why this was right for all students. My main focus was we can teach these 
students and they can learn. We also pointed out a lot of data which showed what we 
were doing was not working.” In advocating for the right thing to do, Musgrove was 
implementing a persuasion tactic by trying to enhance equity among all students.  
 Musgrove also worked as the National Director of Special Education of the 
United States Department of Education.  Under her tenure from 2010 to 2016, Musgrove 
helped change the accountability for special education for the first time in forty years. 
Her changes shifted to focusing more on outcomes of the students rather than just 
compliance indicators such as timelines for evaluations and due process hearings (US 
Department of Education).  In changing the accountability metrics for special education, 
Musgrove said she faced a lot of negative feedback. She talked about the importance of 
data to convince opponents and allies. Musgrove stated, “We were met with a lot of 
naysayers. But we brought groups together such as Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum Development and Council of Chief State School Officers. Also, internally we 
had some negativity and had to convince them this needed to happen. We were armed 
with a lot of data and had so much evidence that what we were doing was not working. 
Across the country there was consistent data which showed progress for special education 
students had remained flat for twenty years.” Altogether, Musgrove cited the three factors 
in being able to pass this accountability legislation: having easily understandable data, 
communication, and possessing internal support with the leadership of Secretary of 
Education Arne Duncan. 
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 As Dr. Musgrove experienced, easily understandable data is crucial in persuasion 
strategies of passing any type of legislation. Katherine Isaac, author of Practicing 
Democracy, also believes in the importance of data in passing legislation.  In Practicing 
Democracy Isaac wrote, “Groups use reports and surveys to document evidence that a 
particular problem exists or is widespread and to offer the group's’ solutions for change. 
A report can alert government officials, the media, and the public to an issue and what 
can be done about it (Nader and Isaac 8).” Not only is it important to have the data, 
however it is important to get the data into a condensed and easily attainable version 
through the use of charts, graphs, or any other visuals. This process is called by some 
data visualization. Data journalist, David McCandless believes data visualization “has the 
power to turn complex data sets into beautiful, simple diagrams that tease out unseen 
patterns and connections (TedGlobal).” McCandless talks of how it is very easy to get 
lost in a lot of data, making it important to use data visualization as a road map to guide 
constituents. McCandless believes the data visualization allows for the observer to 
effortlessly gather the data and “let it pour in.” Data visualization can be vital for passing 
legislation because it presents data in an easily accessible way for members of 
deliberative bodies to understand the data and the purpose of the overall legislation.   
 Serving two stints as Superintendent of Education of Mississippi, Dr. Tom 
Burnham helped pass a number of educational policies. Prior to 1992, teachers in the 
State of Mississippi did not have health insurance. While working as superintendent at 
Biloxi, Mississippi, the district’s access to health insurance made an impression on 
Burnham. As Superintendent of Education for Mississippi, he made health insurance for 
educators one of his first projects. In describing the process of selling it to legislators, 
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Burnham stated, “Dr. Mullins and I went to the capital and campaigned for this. We sold 
it as an inducement for teachers to stay in teaching and get more people into teaching 
with the added benefits. We were fought by the state insurance program because they 
thought it was a risk. However, I argued these were primarily young, healthier people, 
and we were able to provide opportunity and health insurance to more people.” In the 
process of selling it to legislators, Burnham utilized a few of Arnold’s strategies. 
Burnham employed the persuasion strategy of categorical shift by saying the legislation 
would be a recruiting tool for teachers rather than a health cost. Burnham also used a 
modification strategy by addressing the state health program’s concerns by arguing that 
primarily healthy, young individuals would not use the insurance as much. Burnham 
made the benefits clearer and the costs more vague. 
 Burnham also helped pass the Mississippi Adequate Education Program. 
Burnham called this piece of legislation a bellwether opportunity to bring about equity in 
educational spending. Burnham remembered how bitter a fight it was to get this piece of 
legislation passed. “The legislation was well constructed. The passage of MAEP was 
partially why I retired the first time. It was not a political fight it was a struggle to get 
people to agree on what was right. Everybody thought we should do it, but each legislator 
in key positions wanted their local school to get their fair share. So you saw this battle 
between urban schools and rural schools.” Burnham credited the ultimate passage of the 
bill to data which demonstrated how big of a discrepancy existed between rural and urban 
schools. Burnham had to implement the persuasion strategy of focusing on equity 
between the schools.  He showed this by describing how the local tax base for Desoto 
County could generate $1.1 million from one mill (a measure of taxation), where a school 
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in one of the poorer Delta counties would only generate around $40,000 from one tax 
mill. This approach also acted as a modification strategy because the benefits were spread 
all across the state with increased funding for all districts despite their location. Burnham 
did not have to use the modification strategies of buying off opponents or allowing for 
geographic benefits. The opponents eventually conceded and the historic funding bill was 
passed.  Burnham also felt that having the support of state leaders for the legislation 
benefitted passage of the funding legislation.  
 Proponents of legislation of all sorts have used these strategies for a long time, 
and the strategies work. These strategies have worked in Mississippi on education-related 
legislation. What factors have now impacted our political climate or process to make 
these strategies unworkable so as to solve widely recognized problems?   
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POLARIZATION OF POLITICS 
 Throughout my interviews, the topic of the polarization of politics consistently 
rose as a point of discussion. I wanted to investigate the evolution of the polarization of 
politics and its impact on creating education policy. Two possible conclusions arose from 
my inquiry. Has our politics evolved to a point of no return, that is, are we on the “cliff” 
of polarization? Or have we experienced a paradigm shift and must adapt new strategies 
for passing legislative measures in this new frontier of politics? My interviewees shed 
their opinions and knowledge on our current state of polarization in politics. Along with 
additional written sources, my observations follow.  
Dr. Andrew Mullins, who has been involved in politics since 1980, said today’s 
politics embrace a no compromise stance among legislators. Instead, politicians and 
legislatures represent only their districts and political parties.Thus, legislatures seldom 
seek solutions for the whole body politic, claiming that is what is best for their 
constituents. Dr. Cecil Weeks stated that “we” is nowhere to be found, and that today’s 
polarization acts as a representation of a sociology problem. Weeks stated, “When faced 
with solving a problem, there are three possible outcomes, a lose-lose, a win-win, or a 
win-lose. Ideally, you would like for politics and policy to operate under the win-win 
mantra. However, today we are seeing more of a focus on win-lose outcomes rather than 
win-win.”  What could account for this jettisoning of the idea of the win-win politics of 
the whole?  
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Musgrove believes the state’s political climate demanding a lack of compromise 
as a mirror image of what we see nationally, and that we are taking politics too personally 
now. “Fifteen to twenty years ago, people would have debate over policy and then go eat 
afterwards. Now, you may have two good friends not even speak as they pass each other 
because of a difference of opinion over a policy.” Dr. Tom Burnham has seen a similar 
evolution in his time in Mississippi politics. Serving as state superintendent of education 
in the late 1990s and a second term from 2009 to 2012, Burnham saw firsthand this 
transformation in politics. Burnham described how the emergence of strict party lines and 
polarization was not present in his first term as superintendent of education. “When I was 
there in the 1990s, legislators would get together and hammer it out, but in the end, 
would work together and get through it. But, now we see very little of that happening 
today.”  
Jonathan Rauch of The Atlantic also has noticed this lack of compromise and 
comradery in government today; however, Rauch blamed the lack of compromise and 
comradery in Congress and legislatures on the American people pushing for political and 
legislative reforms over the last 40 years. Rauch wrote in “How American Politics Went 
Insane” about how a gradual progression of reforms has caused the inefficiencies in the 
legislative process. Rauch believed an ineffective government exists because of the attack 
on the country’s political “middlemen” or “state and national party committees, county 
party chairs, congressional sub-committees, leadership PAC’s, convention delegates, 
bundlers, etc. (Rauch).” In sum, Rauch believed these “middlemen” brought order to a 
chaotic world because these middlemen “mediated between disorganized swarms of 
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politicians and disorganized swarm of voters, thereby performing the indispensable task 
of assembling power in the formal government (Rauch).”  
These attacks on the middlemen came in the form of reforms. Rauch believed that 
reforming the processes that allowed for closed-door negotiations directly caused the loss 
of compromise in the government.  Although these reforms brought more transparency, 
Rauch believed the ability to generate deep deliberations and compromise became 
obsolete. Rauch wrote, “One result is greater transparency, which is good. But another 
result is that finding space for delicate negotiations and candid deliberations can be 
difficult. Smoke-filled rooms, whatever their disadvantages, were good for brokering 
complex compromises in which nothing was settled until everything was settled; once 
gone, they turned out to be difficult to replace. In public, interest groups and 
grandstanding politicians can tear apart a compromise before it is halfway settled 
(Rauch).” Rauch was not the only one that believes more transparency has been a 
detriment to the ability of compromise and fostering difficult discussions. Former 
Democratic Senate majority leader Tom Daschle wrote about this phenomenon, “The 
lack of opportunities for honest dialogue and creative give-and-take lies at the root of 
today’s dysfunction (Rauch).” Rauch and Daschle both believed the lack of an 
institutional forum for tough deliberation and compromise ultimately created this non-
compromising, ineffective government and legislatures of today.  
Dr. Melody Musgrove said the rise of polarization and the lack of compromise 
began around the late 1990s. She stated near the turn of the century we saw trends of 
“they are the enemy,” and relationships began to unravel. Animosity grew across party 
lines and each party began to side along strict party lines. She attributes this shift in 
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politics to Newt Gingrich’s combatant rhetoric throughout the 1990s. This rhetoric was 
ever present in Gingrich’s Contract for America. Steven Gillon, the author of The Pact, 
described Gingrich’s rhetoric in Contract for America. “[The Contract of America] 
combined a militant rhetorical style that attacked the moral underpinnings of the 
Democratic Party with a positive Republic ideological message…” Gingrich  furthered 
this adversarial mentality by concluding the document stating, “[Republicans] ‘must 
emphasize a wedge of issues that drive our opponents away from the American people, 
while having a secondary theme of magnet issues that attract the American people to us’” 
(Gillon).   Musgrove believes Gingrich fostered the mentality of “us versus them” which 
became the driving force in the increasing polarization of politics.  
Contrary to Musgrove, Gary C. Jacobson, professor of political science at the 
University of California at San Diego, believed this trend of polarization began much 
earlier. Jacobson believed Americans began to polarize and become more partisan around 
the presidency of Eisenhower. In the time of Eisenhower’s presidency, the approval 
rating was around 75% with 94% Republicans approving Eisenhower and only 57% of 
Democrats approving Eisenhower. This left a partisan difference of approval of 37%. 
This partisan difference would continue to rise over the next fifty years.  
Jacobson believed Watergate and Nixon caused the biggest shift in partisanship 
and polarization. Prior to Nixon’s presidency, the partisan difference on approval ratings 
of the current president hovered around 37% to 46%. After Nixon’s presidency, the 
partisan difference in approval ratings of the current president soared to 61%. From 1984 
to 2004, this partisan difference continued to rise until it hit a 76% difference under 
George W. Bush's presidency. Thus, Jacobson believed the rise of polarization was a 
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gradual process over fifty years rather than the quick rise of divisive rhetoric of the late 
1990s, a notion which Musgrove suggested.  
Much like the United States, Mississippi had a gradual rise of polarization. In his 
interview, Burnham chronicled the transformation of Mississippi politics. Burnham 
believed Mississippi began to undergo a marked change under the governorship of Haley 
Barbour. “Haley Barbour was a master of politics. Barbour had been the National 
Committee Chairman of the Republican Party and knew what he was doing. He was the 
first governor to have the political finesse to put Republicans in line with the party. He 
implemented strict party lines and gave an almost ultimatum if they did not fall in line.” 
Although, Governor Barbour introduced the transformation of strict party lines in 
Mississippi, Burnham stated that he could always work with Barbour on issues.  
Jere Nash, Andy Taggart, and John Grisham discussed this shift ushered in by 
Barbour in their book entitled Mississippi Politics: The Struggle for Power, 1976-2008. 
The authors wrote, “With Barbour in the Governor’s Mansion and with seventy-one 
Republicans in the legislature, a political dynamic emerged at the capitol that was unique 
in the state’s history— issues were debated from a Democratic perspective and a 
Republican perspective. Prior to the convening of the 2004 session, geography, race, and 
economic status influenced the votes legislators cast on public policy issues. The rules 
changed when Barbour took the oath of office. Political party began to matter (Nash, 
Taggart, and Grisham).” Haley Barbour was quoted saying that a partisan evolution did 
occur but he believed it was naturally occurring. Barbour stated, “We haven’t had a 
partisan revolution in Mississippi. We’ve had an evolution. In retrospect, it seems like a 
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natural progression, though it didn’t feel like it along the way (Nash, Taggart, and 
Grisham)”. 
Along with Barbour’s influence, Burnham also thought Mississippi became a 
mirror image of national politics and Washington D.C. Burnham saw the insertion of 
lobbyists into Mississippi politics around 2010. He recounted a committee meeting on an 
educational issue where approximately fifty community members were waiting to fill the 
room and the lobbyists were given priority sitting. By the 2011-2012 election, Dr. 
Burnham explained Mississippi had fully transformed into Washington D.C.-style 
politics and that lobbyists had a stronghold on policy and legislatures.  
Along with the rise of lobbyists at the turn of the decade, Andy Mullins believes 
polarization of Mississippi politics was directly affected by the reapportionment of 
legislative districts. Every ten years, the legislature is in charge of apportioning 
Congressional seats and state representatives. Mullins explained that during this time of 
reapportionment, representatives will “gerrymander” or manipulate electoral boundaries 
of each district. The last reappointment was done in 2010 at the height of polarization and 
lobbyists’ influence according to Burnham. Mullins believes that this reapportionment 
fostered more polarization and allowed it to thrive. Mullins pointed out the defeat of only 
six incumbents in the last Congressional elections is representative of how 
gerrymandering greatly affects politics.  
Mullins claim of gerrymandering districts in Mississippi is not an isolated 
phenomenon in the United States. Les Francis, former Executive Director of the 
Democratic National Committee believed the idea of gerrymandering has allowed for the 
rise of divisive politics. Les Francis stated, "The polarization and poisonous atmosphere 
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that have infected the House of Representatives for the past two decades or more can be 
traced -- in large part -- to the manner in which district lines are drawn in most states 
(Francis,).”  
Yasmin A. Dawood of the University of Chicago wrote of how gerrymandering 
can transform state politics. Shortly after the release of the 2000 census results, the 
political leaders of the State of Pennsylvania gerrymandered districts to keep the 
Republican Party in power. Dawood believed this gerrymandering of districts was 
fundamentally undemocratic and weakened the option of electing new candidates.  
Dawood also discussed how Republican leaders created “safe seats” where incumbents 
were almost guaranteed re-election. As Mullins alluded to only six incumbents being 
defeated in the last Congressional election, the “safe seat” result of gerrymandering may 
well be present in Mississippi. Dawood highlighted the seriousness of partisan 
gerrymandering. “Partisan gerrymandering poses serious hazards to the health of a 
democratic system by stifling competition and pre-ordaining election results. Rather than 
having voters choose their representatives, a gerrymandered system allows 
representatives to choose their voters (Dawood 33).” 
Regardless of when it began, partisan politics has fully matured to the point of 
gridlock in Washington, and with its solidification in Mississippi from 2004 until now, a 
similar result has been achieved. Issues are no longer viewed as different opinions on 
policy; national party identification, the accompanying lack of civility and cooperation 
and a win-lose mentality make these debates over even the simplest, non-partisan issues a 
futile struggle for the minority party. The gerrymandering of legislative districts sets and 
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preserves future discourse. In the past, the news media has helped inform the public when 
politics gets in such a state. Where has the news media gone?       
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MEDIA INFLUENCE 
Throughout my interviews, the topic of the news media's role in politics remained 
a constant point of discussion. I wanted to investigate what role the news media played in 
the polarization of politics, specifically, what role does the news media play in the 
legislative process of passing educational laws? My interviewees shared their opinions 
and knowledge of the influence or lack thereof of the news media’s general impact on 
politics and its specific role in the process of passing or defeating educational legislation. 
For the remainder of this section “media” will include the printed press, television, radio 
and electronic press unless otherwise stated. 
Dr. Tom Burnham believes media plays a very important role in politics. 
Burnham believes media has the power to “widen the perspective” of voters and citizens. 
Burnham talked about how media coverage and purposeful messaging proved vital to the 
passing of the 1982 Education Reform Act of Mississippi and the manner in which 
citizens received information around the time of the Education Reform Act of 1982. 
Burnham stated, “Media was very important in 1982. I actually kept every one of the 
editorials and opinion pieces of The Clarion Ledger then. But this was a time when 
everyone would read the newspaper. At this point in history, the newspaper and 
television media was constructing the perspective of the citizens.”  
Dr. Andrew Mullins, who served on Governor Winter’s staff and played a vital 
role in the passage of the Education Reform Act of 1982, explained the importance of the 
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media’s role in policy making. Mullins still believes the media has the power to enact 
change like they did in 1982. Mullins wrote in his book Consensus Building, “The intense 
coverage and editorial support from newspapers around the state had a significant impact 
on the overall process of building awareness of and support for education reform and the 
accompanying tax increases.” The Clarion Ledger covered the closed door meetings and 
put “faces with committee action” and ran numerous daily editorials which challenged 
legislators. The Clarion Ledger was recognized with a Pulitzer Prize for their work 
during the passage of the Education Reform Act of 1982.  However, Mullins believes the 
media is now focused on other issues. Mullins stated, “There is no hard-lined approach 
from The Clarion Ledger or other newspapers like there was in 1982 for the Education 
Reform Act. They instead have taken a hardline approach on other issues.”  For example, 
Mullins pointed out The Clarion Ledger ran a “hardline” special report with a series of 
articles on campaign finance reform in Mississippi throughout the spring of 2016.  
Just as media has the power to help enact legislation, media also has the power to 
reinforce polarization in our society. Dr. Melody Musgrove believes the partisan media is 
a driving force in dividing the nation, but the mainstream media is not at fault. Musgrove 
stated, “The mainstream media is simply reporting what is going on right now in politics, 
and right now we are seeing an unprecedented level of negativity and a lot partisanship.” 
Musgrove also believes the partisan media does not allow for people to disagree and 
debate. Instead people watch what they want to hear and never watch anything that 
challenges their thinking. Musgrove believes very few people try to get the truth anymore 
and limit themselves to one media outlet.  
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Musgrove’s thoughts are comparable to those of longtime broadcast journalist and 
former managing editor of ABC's "Nightline" from 1980 to 2005, Ted Koppel. Koppel 
believes today’s media is very different than when he started at ABC in 1975. Koppel 
worked forty-two years for ABC and saw the evolution of media unfold in front of his 
eyes. Today, he is an outspoken critic of big media outlets like Fox News and MSNBC. 
In an opinion piece published in the Washington post, Koppel slammed “partisan” media. 
Koppel wrote, “Beginning, perhaps, from the reasonable perspective that absolute 
objectivity is unattainable, Fox News and MSNBC no longer even attempt it. They show 
us the world not as it is, but as partisans (and loyal viewers) at either end of the political 
spectrum would like it to be. This is to journalism what Bernie Madoff was to 
investment: He told his customers what they wanted to hear, and by the time they learned 
the truth, their money was gone (Washington Post).” Koppel believes we desperately 
need objectivity in the news today more than ever. However, the advent of news being 
run as a business rather than a public service has changed that. Koppel believes the 
American viewer is viewed as a consumer rather than an audience to inform. Koppel 
states, “The need for clear, objective reporting in a world of rising religious 
fundamentalism, economic interdependence and global ecological problems is probably 
greater than it has ever been. But we are no longer a national audience receiving news 
from a handful of trusted gatekeepers; we're now a million or more clusters of consumers, 
harvesting information from like-minded providers (Washington Post).” 
Koppel believes today’s media has hindered Americans’ political thinking. In a 
report on CBS “Sunday Morning”, Koppel labeled Fox News host Sean Hannity as 
perpetrator of polarization of media and citizens. Koppel believed the partisan news 
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stations have led citizens to ignore conflicting viewpoints. In the interview Hannity asked 
Koppel if he thought what Hannity reported was bad for America. Koppel responded, 
“You have attracted people who are determined that ideology is more important than 
facts (CBS)”.  
Dr. Andy Mullins believes the same opinion-forming process applies to the State 
of Mississippi. Mullins stated, “Today’s media in Mississippi simply reinforces the 60% 
majority. There is no enlightenment or listening to both sides. They are just merely 
reinforcing what their listeners already think.” Thus, Mississippi's media influence is 
similar to the national influence on politics.  
 Much like Koppel and Mullins, Dr. Burnham believes Americans are not getting 
objective news. Burnham believes this lack of objectivity comes down to citizens 
“widening their perspective”. Burnham believes more and more people today are not 
“widening their perspective” by reading news. Instead they “watch what they want to 
watch and read what they want to read.” Burnham believes social media has been another 
hindrance for people being able to widen their perspective. He believes so many people 
rely on social media for news when in fact, it is not news. Burnham stated, “Social media 
is not a bad thing. But, somehow, we have elevated it to a source of news when its 
intention was to be social. Social media is the primary source of news for a lot of people 
and it is garbage. Social media is not validated. With newspapers you have a core set of 
values and ethics that they have to follow. Social media does not have this. Who is 
validating social media news? Hence, what you read matters.”   
Along with Dr. Burnham’s thinking about news today, Pew Research Center and 
John S. and James L. Knight Foundation have done a number of studies on how 
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Americans receive their news. On July 14, 2015, Pew Research Center released a study 
that found more and more Americans are turning to Twitter and Facebook for their news. 
Pew Research Center conducted a similar study in 2013 and compared the results of the 
two studies. Based on a survey of 2,035 United States adults, which included 331 Twitter 
users and 1,315 Facebook users, Pew concluded that 63% of Twitter users and 63% of 
Facebook users use the respective social media as a news source. In 2013 when Pew 
conducted a survey of 5,173 US adults, comprised of only Facebook users, they 
concluded that only 47% of the respondents used Facebook as a news source.  This 
means from 2013 to 2015 we saw a 16% increase in the amount of people that use 
Facebook as a news source. As for Twitter, the study concluded that, “The proportion of 
users who say they follow breaking news on Twitter, for example, is nearly twice as high 
as those who say they do so on Facebook (59% vs. 31%) – lending support, perhaps, to 
the view that Twitter’s great strength is providing as-it-happens coverage and 
commentary on live events (Pew Research Center). ” This view was set forth by New 
York Times writer Farhad Manjoo. Manjoo wrote in his June 11, 2015 article about the 
future and power of Twitter. He believes Twitter has the potential to be the “go to” news 
source for live news. Manjoo claims, “Among the many uses that Twitter fulfills as a 
social network, there is one it is uniquely suited for: as a global gathering space for live 
events. When something goes down in the real world — when a plane crashes, an 
earthquake strikes, a basketball game gets crazy, or Kanye West hijacks an awards show 
— Twitter should aim to become the first and only app that people load up to comment 
on the news (New York Times).” 
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Another study conducted by Pew Research Center tracked trends in news 
consumption from 1991 to 2012. From 1991 to 2012, the trends in news consumption 
changed dramatically with the insertion of internet, social media, online news, and the 
decline of the newspaper. In 1991, 56% people read the newspaper for their news as 
opposed to only 29% people reading the newspaper in 2012. In fact, all forms of media 
fell in percentages of news consumption except for online and mobile news.  With the 
introduction of online news in 2004, 24% of respondents received their news from online 
sources. In 2012, the percentage of respondents grew 15% to 39% of people receiving 
their news from online or mobile sources. Television still holds the majority of news 
consumption, however it did experience a 13% decrease from 68% to 55% from 1991 to 
2012. These trends validate Dr. Burnham’s assessment of fewer people reading the 
newspaper and fewer people “widening the perspective” by reading the news from 
credible sources.  
Objective, traditional media sources have been all but replaced by partisan “news” 
cable television stations and instantaneous social media where everyone with a 
smartphone is a reporter or pundit. Reaching citizens with credible and objective 
information will become more difficult, and persuading those who self-identify with a 
particular party and self-select that party’s news sources will be virtually impossible to 
move.    
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CONCLUSION 
 Mississippi law requires that all children have access to free and adequate public 
education. Mississippi’s public education system, where “roughly 90% of the school age 
children attend...,” (Mullins) mandates the system “teach everyone regardless of 
socioeconomic background… (Weeks).” Yet, Mississippi’s public education system 
continues to rank near the bottom of recognized, national evaluations of school success 
(Quality Counts). 
 Mississippi leaders have worked to rectify these rankings through broad, 
landmark legislative acts. The Mississippi Education Reform Act of 1982 provided 
mandatory kindergartens, compulsory attendance, improved accreditation standards and 
increased funding through the use of a sales tax increase. Twenty years later the 
Mississippi Adequate Education Program (MAEP) sought to equalize funding for school 
districts state-wide by devising a funding formula where overall state funding—not local 
funding relying on property tax values—would be prioritized to eliminate the disparities 
between property-value-poor districts and property value-rich-districts. The formula has 
been funded from overall state revenues only twice in fifteen years. 
 Mississippi’s educational leaders have innovated within the public education 
system. Implementation and amendment of the federally-mandated Mattie T. Consent 
Decree helped improve education for special education students with disabilities. 
Statewide teacher health insurance coverage helped retain and attract quality teachers, 
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serving as an added benefit to compensation packages. Emphasis on recruiting highly-
trained teachers continues. Changing the culture of schools and the communities which 
comprise them to recognize the utmost importance of quality public schools continues as 
well. 
 These efforts have been successfully enacted and implemented through 
longstanding political processes and strategies. These strategies include persuasion, 
procedural and modification tactics. Yet with the citizen-led, 2015 Initiative 42 
constitutional amendment, these strategies did not seem to be working. Initiative 42 
sought to require the annual funding of MAEP by mandate of the State Constitution. The 
Legislature and scant few executive branch leaders had followed the mandates of the 
statute to prioritize budgeting for the program, and the constitutional amendment became 
the last hope to force this funding priority. Initiative 42 failed, partly because of the 
procedural strategy of its opponents placing a counter-initiative on the ballot. The 
political dialogue on the vote for Initiative 42 became rancorous and divisive, an us 
against them, winner take all contest. In addition to the counter-initiative, 42’s opponents 
convinced a majority of the state’s voters with the illogical argument that it would 
redistribute local property tax revenues to poorer districts and local school districts would 
lose control. 
 New political process dynamics were at work. Political partisanship had arrived in 
Mississippi in the mid-2000s, and by 2015, the state had evolved into a one-party-
dominated legislature and executive. Aided by gerrymandering after the 2010 Census, the 
one-party-controlled government began to decide issues on a partisan basis regardless of 
the simplicity of the issue. 
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New means of reaching the public had emerged. Partisan national and state media 
outlets reached a public lacking discernment, placing voters into the polarized and 
partisan camps. The rise of social media served to flood the public with unreliable and 
often misleading information.  
The strategies of persuasion, procedural and modification formerly used by 
advocates of public education to enact legislation had been co-opted by the partisan-only 
majority and perpetuated by new means of propagandizing the electorate. Nonetheless, 
the problems with Mississippi’s public education system remain.          
  So what is an educator to do?  How do they make sense of this and stay 
motivated? First, educators must be informed on the process and educational issues. I 
believe my paper takes a crucial first step in helping inform the education profession. 
Now, I do not believe this is a fully comprehensive covering of educational issues and 
legislation in Mississippi. Thus, educators must stay informed of the issues pertaining to 
education in Mississippi. Once educators are well informed on the issues, educators can 
start to apply pressures to affect change with their legislators. Educational legislation 
directly affects teachers, thus their voices must be heard on the front end of legislation. 
We as educators must insert our voice into this complex conversation of educational 
legislation. But before we can run; we must walk. This paper begins the walk.   
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with benefits.  
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 This article shows that a lot of money from out of state foundations and programs. 
The two main contributors are Washington DC based New Venture Fund and the 
Atlanta-based Southern Education Foundation. They have both given more than 
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APPENDIX  
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. Talk about your role with educational policy. 
2. Could you describe an experience with educational policy that stood out to you? 
3. Can you tell me about an educational policy decision or initiative of which you 
are most proud? 
4. Can you describe easy or how hard it is to get political officials interested 
educational issues? 
5. From your perspective why is education an important consideration for public 
officials? 
6. How do policy makers learn about educational initiatives? 
7. What are some of the changes in the public policy process you have noticed in 
your career or time of service? 
8. Can you describe the process a bill takes to garner support in the legislature? 
9. Have you ever sponsored education legislation? 
a. If so what was this legislation? Did this legislation pass? 
b. How did it pass or how did it not pass? 
10. Considering Initiative 42 it seemed the sentiment was polarized or controversial. 
In today’s political climate some bills seem very controversial or polarizing, can 
you explain why that is and if so how it happens?  
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11. How much should citizens know about the legislative process or a particular 
policy? 
a. What is appropriate to share with the public? 
12. How transparent should a legislator be? 
13. What is the role of the press in the legislative process? 
a. Printed press or electronic press? 
14. What is the role of the media in the legislative process? 
15. Do social media have a role in the legislative process? 
a. To what extent and how do you use social media to provide information 
about legislation or decision to citizens? 
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INTERVIEW LETTER 
From: Ben Logan 
1078 Cr. 194 
Blue Springs, MS 38828 
bclogan@go.olemiss.edu 
Dear: 
 My name is Ben Logan. I am a senior public policy leadership and secondary 
mathematics major at the University of Mississippi. I am currently working on my senior 
thesis for the Sally McDonnel Barksdale College Honors College which is entitled 
“Educational Legislation in a Polarized Political Climate” under the supervision of Dr. 
Amy Wells Dolan, Associate Professor of Higher Education and Associate Dean of 
School of Education at the University of Mississippi. The purpose of this qualitative 
study is to investigate the political process related to educational legislation and 
initiatives. Through your interview, I hope to gain further knowledge of how educational 
legislation becomes politicized, how education legislation is passed, and the overall 
political process of educational legislation. As a future educator and an advocate for 
education, I feel the need for a better understanding of the political process surrounding 
education initiatives and bills. I am reaching out to you because you either possess or 
have possessed a role in the political process surrounding educational legislation. I feel 
your experience can greatly help me in examining the politics of education.
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 Because of your experience, I would like to invite you to participate in this 
qualitative case study. If you agree to participate, you will be asked for an interview 
which will last anywhere from an hour to two hours. The interview will not be audio 
taped or recorded. I will take notes on my computer throughout the interview to 
accurately reflect what is discussed. This study has been reviewed by The University of 
Mississippi’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). The IRB has determined that this study 
fulfills the human research subject protections obligations required by state and federal 
law and University policies. If you have any questions, concerns, or reports regarding 
your rights as a participant of research, please contact the IRB at (662) 915-7482. 
 During our meeting for the interview, the questions I plan to include are: 1) your 
personal experiences in the legislative process of educational legislation, 2) the 
perspectives of the legislative process, and 3) transparency of the legislative process. I 
appreciate you for your time and consideration for participating in this qualitative case 
study. I believe your participation can provide great insight of the political process in the 
Mississippi legislature surrounding education. If you have any comments or suggestions, 
please do not hesitate to reach me at (662)397-5657 or email me at 
bclogan@go.olemiss.edu. You may also contact my thesis advisor Dr. Amy Wells Dolan 
at (662)915-5710. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ben Logan
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INFORMATION SHEET AND RELEASE FORM 
Information About a Qualitative Research Study 
Title: Educational Legislation in a Polarized Political Climate 
Investigator      Faculty Sponsor 
Ben Logan.      Dr. Amy Wells Dolan 
Department of Public Policy Leadership  Department of Leadership & 
Counselor  
& School of Education    Education, School of Education  
1078 Cr. 194      219 Guyton Hall 
Blue Springs, MS 38828     University of Mississippi 
(662) 397-5567     (662) 915-5710 
Bclogan@go.olemiss.edu     aewells@olemiss.edu                                     
Description/Purpose 
The purpose of this qualitative study is to investigate the political process related to 
educational legislation and initiatives. To learn more about the legislative process 
surrounding educational legislation, I will conduct document analysis, extensive literature 
review, and interpersonal interviews.     
Procedures 
Each subject will undergo an interview which consists of the principal investigator asking 
questions about the political process surrounding education legislation. I will utilize semi-
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structured questions that allows for consistency across interviews and also flexibility to 
probe for deeper answers when appropriate. The duration of each interview is 
approximately 60 minutes. The questions will cover three categories. The three categories 
of questions are 1) your personal experiences in the legislative process of educational 
legislation, 2) the perspectives of the legislative process, and 3) transparency of the 
legislative process. 
Cost and Payments 
The interview will take approximately one hour. Otherwise, there is no cost associated 
with this interview for the participant. 
Right to Withdraw and Voluntary Participation 
Your participation in this study is strictly voluntary. If you would like to terminate your 
participation in this study, you may do so at any time without penalty. You may notify 
me of your decision in person, via email at bclogan@go.olemiss.edu or by phone at 662-
397-5657. 
IRB Approval 
This study has been reviewed by the University of Mississippi’s Institutional Review 
Board (IRB). The IRB has determined that this study fulfills the human research subject 
protections obligations required by state and federal law and University policies. If you 
have any questions concerns, or reports regarding your rights as a participant of research, 
please contact the IRB at 662-915-7842. 
Question 
If you have any questions about this research project, please feel free to contact me, Ben 
Logan, at 662-397-5657 or my advisor, Dr. Amy Wells Dolan, at 662-915-5710. 
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Statement of Consent 
I have read and understand the above information. By completing the survey/interview I 
consent to participate in the study. 
 
 
 
